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Abstract
For a set of integers A ⊆ Z and k ≥ 1 the k-deck of A is the function dA;k de$ned on sets S
of k integers by
dA;k(S)= |{i∈Z | {s + i | s∈ S} ⊆ A}|:
For k ≥ 3 we prove a su4cient condition implying that two sets with the same k-deck also
have the same (k − 1)-deck. This is an analogue of Kelly’s Lemma for $nite graphs. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The reconstruction of combinatorial objects from their subobjects has its roots in
two long-standing conjectures about $nite graphs, the reconstruction conjecture due
to Kelly [4] and Ulam [7] and the edge reconstruction conjecture due to Harary [3].
These two conjectures state that any non-trivial, $nite graph is uniquely determined
up to isomorphism by the multiset of its subgraphs of some $xed order or size given
up to isomorphism. For detailed information on these conjectures and related work we
refer the reader to Bondy’s survey [2].
In [6] RadcliFe and Scott consider an analogous problem for in$nite sets of integers
given up to translation. To be precise, they want to reconstruct an in$nite set of integers
up to translation from the multiset of its subsets of $xed size given up to translation.
Let Z denote the set of integers. Let A be a set of integers and let k ≥ 1. For i∈Z
let A + i= {a + i|a∈A}. The information contained in the multiset of subsets of A
of $xed size k given up to translation can also be captured by the following function
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dA;k which is called the k-deck of A. The k-deck dA;k of A is de$ned on sets S of k
integers by
dA;k(S)= |{i∈Z | S + i ⊆ A}|:
A set A ⊆ Z is called k-6nite for k ≥ 1 if its k-deck only takes $nite values.
A simple but very useful tool in the theory of reconstruction of $nite graphs is
Kelly’s Lemma [2,4]. In this paper we consider an analogue of this lemma for in$nite
sets of integers.
It is a straightforward extension of Kelly’s Lemma, that for a 6nite set A with |A| ≥
k ¿ l ≥ 2, the k-deck of A uniquely determines the l-deck of A. In [6] RadcliFe and
Scott claim without giving a proof or a reference that this is also true for in$nite sets.
Their main result is that a 2-$nite set A with at least 3 elements is uniquely determined
up to translation by the multiset of its subsets of size 3 given up to translation, i.e. by
dA;3. In view of the lack of a proof of Kelly’s lemma for in$nite sets of integers, their
proof only yields that A is uniquely determined up to translation by dA;2 and dA;3.
Since the proof of Kelly’s Lemma involves a division by a term which is more or
less the cardinality of the combinatorial object in consideration, we do not think that
its extension to in$nite sets is straightforward. In fact, there is even no direct analogue
of Kelly’s Lemma for in$nite graphs and many results for $nite graphs that are either
corollaries of Kelly’s Lemma or can be proved similarly are open problems or di4cult
to prove for in$nite graphs (see e.g. [1,5]).
We will therefore prove a su4cient condition implying that two in$nite sets of
integers having the same k-deck also have the same (k − 1)-deck.
2. Results
Theorem 2.1. Let A; B ⊆ Z be in6nite and let k ≥ 3. Let S0 ⊆ Z be such that
|S0|= k − 1 and
0¡dA;k−1(S0)¡∞
and
dB;k−1(S0)¡∞:
Let for all x∈Z \ S0
dA;k(S0 ∪ {x})=dB;k(S0 ∪ {x}):
Then
lim
n→∞
|A ∩ [− n; n]|
|B ∩ [− n; n]| =
dB;k−1(S0)
dA;k−1(S0)
:
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that 0=min S0 and that
A ∩ [0;∞)
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is an in$nite set. Since A is in$nite, there is some x∈Z \ S0 such that
0¡dA;k(S0 ∪ {x})=dB;k(S0 ∪ {x}):
This implies that dB;k−1(S0)¿ 0. Hence the two sets
XA= {i∈Z | S0 + i ⊆ A}
and
XB = {i∈Z | S0 + i ⊆ B}
are $nite and non-empty. Possibly translating A and B, we may assume that 0=minXA=
minXB. Let x0 =max(XA ∪ XB ∪ S0) + 1. For x ≥ x0 we have
dA;k(S0 ∪ {x})= |A ∩ (XA + x)|
and
dB;k(S0 ∪ {x})= |B ∩ (XB + x)|:
This implies that |A ∩ (XA + x)|= |B ∩ (XB + x)| for all x ≥ x0.
Note that for any x∈Z and any $nite set X ⊆ Z there are exactly |X | integers i∈Z
such that x∈X + i. For x1¿ 2x0 consider the following expression:
x1∑
x=x0
|A ∩ (XA + x)|:
In this sum every element of A in [2x0; x1] is counted exactly |XA| times, every element
of A in [x0; 2x0− 1]∪ [x1 + 1; x1 + x0] is counted at most |XA| times and every element
of A in (−∞; x0 − 1] ∪ [x1 + x0 + 1;∞) is not counted at all. Therefore, we have that
for all x1¿ 2x0
| |A ∩ [2x0; x1]| · |XA| −
x1∑
x=x0
|A ∩ (XA + x)| | ≤ 2x0|XA|
and similarly,
| |B ∩ [2x0; x1]| · |XB| −
x1∑
x=x0
|B ∩ (XB + x)| | ≤ 2x0|XB|:
This implies that for all x1¿ 2x0
| |A ∩ [2x0; x1]| · |XA| − |B ∩ [2x0; x1]| · |XB| | ≤ 4x0max{|XA|; |XB|} ≤ 4x20 :
Since A ∩ [0;∞) is in$nite, this implies that also B ∩ [0;∞) is in$nite and we have
lim
x1→∞
|A ∩ [2x0; x1]|
|B ∩ [2x0; x1]| =
|XB|
|XA| :
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Applying the same reasoning to the negative integers, we obtain
lim
n→∞
|A ∩ [− n; n]|
|B ∩ [− n; n]| =
|XB|
|XA| =
dB;k−1(S0)
dA;k−1(S0)
and the proof is complete.
Theorem 2.1 has the following immediate corollaries.
Corollary 2.2. Let k ≥ 3 and let A; B ⊆ Z be (k−1)-6nite and in6nite. Let dA;k =dB;k .
Then the limit
lim
n→∞
|A ∩ [− n; n]|
|B ∩ [− n; n]| = 
exists and
dB;k−1 =  · dA;k−1:
Corollary 2.3. Let k ≥ 3 and let A; B ⊆ Z be (k − 1)-6nite and in6nite. Let
lim
n→∞
|A ∩ [− n; n]|
|B ∩ [− n; n]| =1:
Then dA;k =dB;k implies dA;k−1 =dB;k−1.
Our results still leave the validity of Kelly’s Lemma for in$nite sets as an open
problem. To put this task a bit more precisely: For k ≥ 3 prove or disprove
the existence of (k − 1)-6nite, in6nite sets A; B ⊆ Z such that dA;k−1 = dB;k−1 and
dA;k =dB;k .
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